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WE TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY
We at Magasin have a vision to not only deliver a quality product in beautiful packaging. It is also
important to us that our products are made under humane, legal and fair conditions, in an energy efficient and environmentally friendly manner. We work together with the following organisations (see
bottom of this page) to ensure that our wishes are adhered to. We take full responsibility in order
that you know that you have bought a product with all of our requirements.

Johan Jüngling
Sales Manager
Magasin friend of brands AB

FRIEND OF BRANDS

SINCE 1985

®

TM

Magasin friend of brands is today a leading wholesaler of designed products.
Our brands are sold by carefully selected reseller only.
Brands not for sale in Finland: Bialetti, Cole & Mason, Dualit, Jamie Oliver, JosephJoseph,
Swiss Diamond and Vacuvin. Reservations for print errors and price changes.

Ansluten till

ISO
14001

ISO
9001

MILJÖMÄRKT 341 222

NATURLIGT
At present our most important work is to protect our natural, resources and environment. To demonstrate our commitment to this
mission we have with great care handpicked a variety of products
which we belive will ensure a sustainable future.

RIVSALT ™ SALT & PEPPER

Salt and pepper are probably the most common spices around
the world. Used a lot, they tend to end up in small containers
placed at the end of the dining table next to the napkin holder.
They are taken for granted, sometimes asked for and seldom
noticed. Let’s change that.The RIVSALT approach to these
versatile spices involves several well-crafted elements delivered in a clean white cardboard gift pack: Himalayan salt rocks
and Java long peppers. Carefully carved oak wood holder.
Perfectly shaped Japanese-style stainless steel grater.
141416, €25,00
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KITCHEN
In order to be a master chef and produce a top notch dish, it
is important to have the correct equipment/tools. The kitchen
in the centre of the house and we have thoughtfully chosen
beautiful products which we know will be appreciated by
anyone receiving these gifts.

GRILLGLOVE VINTAGE HOME

Exclusive stew/BBQ glove in vintage buffalo skin.
Made of SMETA certified leather that complies
with EU ”REACH” standards. For private use,
Risk category II as per Regulation (EU) 2016/425
142891 brown, 142901 denim, 142902 mustard.
€42,00

POTHOLDER VINTAGE HOME

Exclusive potholder from Scandinavian Home in
vintage buffalo leather. The potholder is made of
SMETA-certified leather that complies with EU
”Reach” standards. There is an apron, barbecue
glove in the same material and color. Only for
private use, risk - category II according to EU
regulation 2016/425. 142906 brun, 142905 mustard,
142904 denim. €21,00

COASTER VINTAGE HOME SET OF 4

H:2,5 x W:9 x L:9cm. 148493, denim. 148494
mustard. €21,00

LEATHER APRON HOME

Exclusive apron in waxed buffalo leather with
checkered lining and pockets with rivets for extra
durability. Adjustable neck strap. Packed in packaging. Made of BSCI certified leather that complies
with EU ”REACH” standards. 613133, €144,00

APRON VINTAGE LEATHER HOME

Exclusive apron in vintage buffalo leather. Adjustable neck strap. Packed in box . Made of SMETA
certified leather that complies with EU ”REACH”
standards. This leather is made from buffalo hides.
The base of the leather is first dyed to the color
required and then top finishing is done. To give it
the vintage effect the hide is then pressed in a heat
roller to make smooth, and then it is snuffed to
give the vintage effect. It is due to this process that
the various shades and textures come up, which
only highlight and enhance its look. It is totally azo
free and chrome VI compliant. 76 x 64 cm. 613139
brun, 613200 mustard, 613201 denim. €97,00
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COTTON MESH BAG HOME

A modern time net bag in untreated, organic cotton. It takes up
little space but holds a lot. Perfect to have in your bag when you
need a big shopping or to the convenience store. Double handles allow you to carry it in your hand or on your shoulder. The
box is small before you use it for the first time, but it stretches
out after use. machine wash max 30 gr. H:32cm, W: 47cm.
Cotton organic. 145712, € 5,30

FRUIT COTTON MESH BAG HOME

These cotton muslin produce bags are certified organic by the Global Organic Textile Standard international working
group. They are an eco-friendly produce bag alternative to the plastic bags that you may currently be using. You can
choose the size of organic produce bag that you need, to store your produce in a green and healthy way. Machine wash
in cold water / hang dry. Some shrinkage may occur.
H:33cm, W: 30cm, Cotton/metal. 145713, € 5,50
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With over 110 years of heritage, Viners has designed a
new and innovative knife blade which places safety and
functionality at the forefront. The squared tip has been
designed to maximise safe use in and around the home,
ensuring that performance will not be compromised.
As well as being stylish, the knives deliver the same
functionality as a standard kitchen knife to tackle all
cooking tasks including chopping, carving and dicing. The
knives feature curved ergonomic soft touch handles for
optimum comfort, and the blades are finished with a black
non-stick coating which helps reduce cutting.

PARING KNIFE ASSURE

Paring knife in metal with black non-stick coating.
Size 9 cm. VR305210, € 5,25

SANTOKU KNIFE

Santoku knife in metal with black non-stick coating.
Size 15 cm. VR305212, € 8,00

BREAD KNIFE

Bread knife in metal with black non-stick coating.
Size 20 cm. VR305214, € 8,00

UTILITY KNIFE ASSURE

Utility knife in metal with black non-stick coating.
Size 12,5 cm. VR305211, € 5,25

CARVING KNIFE

Carving knife in metal with black non-stick coating.
Size 20 cm. VR305215, € 8,00

CHEF KNIFE

Chef knife in metal with black non-stick coating. Size
20 cm. VR305213, € 8,00
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Bercato is a lifestyle collection
Consisting of home textiles and solid products
That are ideal as gifts. Were constantly extending
Our carefully selected products range to include
New products. All products are packed in gift boxes.

SKEWERS SET BY BERCATO

KNIFE SET

PASTA SET

SEAFOOD CUTLERY SET

CARVING SET

BBQ AND CLEANING MOPS

Food Removable BBQ skewers 4-pcs. Skewer
in stainless steel. Has a clever push function
on the top which helps the meet come
more easy on the plate. Packed in a gift box.
B60043, € 18,00

Homemade Pasta - Make your own dough,
strip and hang dry on the stand. Pack and store as needed. The bars can easily be pushed in
and out for easy storage. Made of cultivated
wood, H 35,5 cm. B60046, € 21,00

Consisting of knife and fork made from stainless steel and acacia wood. Knife: 33 cm, fork
26,5 cm. Bercato gift box. B60035, € 15,00
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Rustic kitchen knifes, packed in giftbox. 3 pcs
set, 25,5 cm, 30,5 cm, 32,5 cm, stainless steel
and acacia wood. From Bercato. Bercato gift
box. B60037, € 26,00

5-pcs set made of stainless steel. four forks
and a claw cracker. From Bercato. B60038,
€ 16,00

Bercato series in book format’s latest sequel of
the time. Recycled cotton and natural rubber
wood make this set of two pugs everything
from brushing your various food products to
the grill or cleaning bottles to jars. Packed in
gift box set of 2 pieces. By Bercato set of 2, 23
cm, Rubber Wood/Cotton. B60048, €16,00

DISHSET BY BERCATO

The Bercato series in book format is just in time.
Now also as a dish set with a cotton cloth and a
wooden dish brush with natural bristle. Fits all sinks
as a perfect gift at the summer place or at home.
Brush:22,5x8x3,5, Cloth:25x25cm Natural Schima,
iron. B60051, €16,00
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POT HOLDER GRAFISK HOME

Nice pot pad in Cultivated Acacia wood, extra thick
to keep the heat for a long time. Scandinavian home
Design. Ø: 20cm x H: 2cm.
146800, € 13,50

CANDLE SET

BBQ KNIFES 4-PCS SET

Robust BBQ/steak knives from Bercato in
stainless steel and handle of acacia wood. 4
pieces packed in a gift box. B60034, € 17,00
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Keep your candles in check with this gold
plating wick trimmer and snuffer. You’ll
wonder how you ever lived without them.
Makes a lovely housewarming/host gift.
2-Piece Wick Trimmer 19x2,7 cm and Candle
Snuffer 18x6 cm Set. Stainless steel with
brass electroplating. Wipe clean after each
use. B69013, € 20,00

SEAFOOD CUTLERY SET

5-pcs set made of stainless steel. four forks
and a claw cracker. From Bercato. B60038,
€ 16,00
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Scandinavian Home INFRA, 2 in 1 Food temperature thermometer, non-contact infrared thermometer for measuring
surface temperature and foldable probe for internal temperature
measurement. Infrared temperature range -55 to 250 ° C, Probe
temperature range -55 to 330 ° C. Clearly indicates whether a food
stays in a safe or risk zone that guarantees food safety in all stages
of food production and emissivity modes to meet multiple needs.
Often used in various situations such as risk analysis and critical
control point (HACCP), thermal ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC), incl.battery 2xCR2032. 17,5x1,7x3,8cm. 143760, € 40,00

JU

FOOD THERMOMETER 2i1 INFRA HOME

XMAS
OFFER
PPST
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PIZZA PLATE TYPHOON®

Whether you like your pizzas from Naples, New York or Chicago,
the World Foods Pizza range has all you need to bake or serve your
home-made pizzas from the oven to the table. Our ceramic baking
stones are generously sized, conducting heat evenly for better bakes.
They feature chrome trivets to protect table-tops when serving on. Our
decorated pizza plates are made from quality porcelain and feature pizza
box style decorations. At 31cm, they are the perfect size for home-made
or shop bought pizza and are oven and dishwasher safe.
T1401110 Napoli, T1401111 New York. €24,00

PIZZA STONE WITH SERVING
RACK TYPHOON®

Whether you like your pizzas from Naples, New
York or Chicago, the World Foods Pizza range has
all you need to bake or serve your home-made pizzas from the oven to the table. The Typhoon World
Foods pizza stones are available in two generous
sizes.Microwave_Safe|Dishwasher_Safe|Freezer_
Safe|Conventional_Oven_Safe. T1402104, €26,00

WORLD
OF
FOOD

Whether you like your pizzas from Naples, New York or Chicago, the World Foods Pizza range has all you need
to bake or serve your home-made pizzas from the oven to the table. Our ceramic baking stones are generously
sized, conducting heat evenly for better bakes. They feature chrome trivets to protect table-tops when serving
on. Our decorated pizza plates are made from quality porcelain and feature pizza box style decorations. At 31cm,
they are the perfect size for home-made or shop bought pizza and are oven and dishwasher safe.
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WORLD
OF
FOOD
The World Foods bowls have been designed to look like avocados,
tomatoes and limes. Great as prep, dip or side bowls. They add vibrancy,
a twist of colour and a pinch of quirkiness to mealtimes. Made from
durable stoneware, all are dishwasher and microwave safe.

LIME BOWL
TYPHOON®

Stoneware, Ø:9,5 h:4,5cm.
T1402103, €7,70

TOMAT BOWL
TYPHOON®
Stoneware, 5x10x9,5cm.
T1402102, €7,70

AVOCADO BOWL
TYPHOON®
CHIPS & DIP BOWL
TYPHOON®

Stoneware, 4x12x9cm.
T1402101, €7,70

The World Foods bowls have been designed to look like avocados, tomatoes
and limes. Great as prep, dip or side
bowls. They add vibrancy, a twist of
colour and a pinch of quirkiness to mealtimes. Made from durable stoneware,
all are dishwasher and microwave safe.
Ø 30 cm h 4,5 cm. Grey stoneware.
T1401496, € 32,00
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DAY HOME was founded in 2005 by Marianne Brandi who is the creator of
the collections, and her husband Keld Mikkelsen who founded DAY Birger
et Mikkelsen in 1997. They had an urge to offer a style reflecting the brands
universe and their personal attitude to interior. The brands recognisable eclectic signature, where textiles is a strong mediator, between the more elegant
approach of the furniture’s, lamps, and ethnicity of the decor, has been a recognisable part of the Scandinavian interior market, for almost 20 years. DAY
HOME is offering a personal take on products based on eclectic and authentic
ideas, crafted by hand in clean sustainable materials.

DAY TABLE LAMP MISTER

Large beautiful lamp with a sculptural lamp
base in black wood. Lampshade included
Base:50x18x14, shade:H:26xØ36cm.
D22150002, €290,00

DAY SOKAK THROW
BLACK/WHITE/CARAMEL
Cozy thick throw with stripes in different
colours and with thick fringes.
D21910028, €99,00
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DAY SCENT
CANDLE NEROLI

This nice scented candle is made of
vegetable soy wax and does not soot.
It has a fresh scent based on Seville
orange and lemon blossoms. Burn time
30 hours. Packed in gift packaging.
Cream, Soya wax + glass.
D12130066, €15,00

DAY GROVI VASE
SMALL/MEDIUM/LARGE

The glass vases are machine made, function as a vase
but also as an art object that can be for itself.
D22130082 small, H: 14,5 x Ø:15cm, € 42,00
D22130083 medium, H: 24,5 x Ø:16c, € 67,00
D22130084 large, H:36 x Ø:18cm, € 92,00

DAY SCENT
CANDLE AMBER

This nice scented candle has been
made from vegetable soy wax and
does not soot. The scent is simple but
powdery warm with a slightly sweet
and spicy scent. Burn time 30h. Packed
in gift packaging. Cream, Soya wax +
glass. D12130065, €15,00

DAY PAPER NAPKIN
EAT/DANCE/SLEEP

Stylish napkins in recycled paper.
The text also makes you smile on
your lips. 16,5x16,5cm, 20pcs/pack.
D12040001, € 3,50
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WOODEN KITCHEN
UTENSILS

Wood utensils in the kitchen are
more rule than the exception.
Tina’s wooden utensils are made of
cultivated acacia wood,
available in several different
designs. Includes; spatula, spatula
with holes and spoon. 233100-1,
€ 30,00

SPOON

Made of Acacia wood.
233300, € 10,50

SPATULA
WITH HOLES

Made of Acacia wood.
233200, € 10,50

SPATULA

Made of Acacia wood.
233100, € 10,50
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In my kitchen it’s noisy, high ceilings and far from perfect.
Just as it should be when cooking. With my food I want to give you greater
confidence in the kitchen. I simply want to help you challenge conventions,
and to ignore everything that is
considered right or wrong. In my kitchen it’s anything but
lavish or perfect. There is no induction hob, large stainless
steel kitchen appliances or even dishwasher. Here is an old electric stove and
a tired dough mixer. It’s a very ordinary kitchen, just like the vast majority of
ordinary, cramped and sometimes scrumptious kitchens in this country.
And that is after all the whole point!

TRAY DROP

Round tray Ø 38 cm, with black and
white pattern. Made from Melamin
with birch veneer. 237100,
€ 38,00
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MILKJUG VEGETABLE, TINA

The design vegetable series, there is now also a smaller jug for many
purposes, such as milk for coffee, sauces both hot and cold. The
pattern is Designed BY Linda Svensson Edevint. In the same series and
lovely patterns, you will also find serving dishes, trays, cups, bowls and
cutting boards. Micro / dishwasher safe.
40 cl / H:12 x W:6,5cm. 232008, € 12

BOWL VEGETABLE, TINA SET OF 4

Size Ø 10 cm. White/green, stoneware. 232009, € 23

SERVERINGSFAT VEGETABLE TINA

Serving dish with a green pattern made from matt glazed stoneware.
Design Linda Svensson. Microwave and dishwasher safe. Tina gift box.
Dimensions: 34 x 17,5 x 3,3 cm. 231300, € 28,00
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MUG VEGETABLE

Follow-up to the design vegetable
series, now with cup for hot drinks.
4-pcs, 20 cl, white/green stoneware.
232006, € 21,00

PEPPERMILL

Pine wood with ceramic grinder. H 37 cm.
233799, € 38,00

MORTAL TINA

A perfect mortal in acacia. The handle on
the side helps you get a good and stedy grip.
Inside it is also deep enough so you can work
easily. H: 8 x Ø 11,5 cm. Pestle is 16 cm and
handle is 6,5 cm. 233900, € 37,00

TRIVET CORK KURBITS

Made from cork, 23x15x 0,8 cm. 230600, € 6,40

TOWEL HOLDER

Towel hanger with magnet. With the
help of two magnets, it holds the towel
in place, fitting as well in the kitchen as in
the bathroom. 8,5x2 cm in brown leather.
237000, € 15,00
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OVENFORM OVAL RETRO TINA

Rustic cast iron dish for classic dishes in the oven, With
its enamelled surface, food ingredients do not stick so
easily and become very easy to clean. 30x18x5,7cm.
231800, €34,00

JU
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VEGETABLE PLAID TINA

Woven plaid in 100 % Recycled cotton. Fringes on
both sides. Size 130x170cm. Packed in gift box.
235102, €23,00
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COASTERS VEGETABLE TINA SET OF 4

Coasters with green and white decor. Made in Sweden from FSC®-certified birch veneer. Design by Linda Svensson Edevint. Dishwasher safe. In the same series and lovely
patterns, you will also find mugs, cutting boards and serving dishes and plaids.
9x9cm. 237202, €24,00

THROW RETRO TINA

The design Retro, woven plaid in
100% recycled cotton. Fringes on
both short sides. The pattern is classic
retro style. 130x170cm.
235103, €23,00
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A collection of high end products in timeless
design. The products are created so that they
are simple and practical to use but at the same
time have a nice design. The collection consists
of both kitchen and interior design products.

GLASSBOWL WITH LID
HOME LARGE

Scandinavian home glass bowl with wooden lid in acacia
wood that can also be used for coasters or small tray. The
dish is suitable for serving both hot or cold food, type salad,
potato chips or fruit, Available in two sizes Akacia wood is
FSC certified. H: 10 x Ø:22cm. 142899, €32,00

COASTER LEATHER
HOME SET OF 4

Nice and elegant coasters in vintage
leather with open loop in one corner. A set
of 4 and they fits all kind of glass.
H:2,5 x W:9 x L:9cm. 148493, denim.
148494 mustard. €21,00
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GLASSBOWL WITH LID
HOME SMALL

Scandinavian home glass bowl with wooden lid in acacia
wood that can also be used for coasters or small tray. The
dish is suitable for serving both hot or cold food, type salad,
potato chips or fruit, Available in two sizes Akacia wood is
FSC certified. H:9 x Ø:18cm. 142898, €24,50

TURNABLE TIMER WITH CLOCK

Turnable Timer with Clock,Timer & Clock
switch mode 4 side 4 timer,4 fixed timer: 60 &
30 & 10 & 3 min. BiBiBi & Frash LED alarm indicator clock backlight display power. 2x“AAA”
batteries ( not included). Size:60x60x54.5mm
ABS. 144250, € 16.00

3

KITCHEN SCISSORS
OLD STYLE HOME

HERB 3-BLADES SCISSORS
OLD STYLE HOME

STEAMER HOME

POT HOLDER DARK HOME

Manufactured from wrought iron, from
Scandinavian Home. 17,5 cm.
Scandinavian Home gift box. 141850, € 8,90

Steaming food is without a doubt one of
the best ways to cook healthy and nutritious
meals for you and your whole family. It retains
the nutrients and flavors compared to other
cooking methods. Make steam cooking easy.
With this steam basket you can quickly and
easily create steamed dishes. Drop the steam
basket into almost any saucepan - pot and be
ready to create a steamed masterpiece in no
time. Its foldable function makes it versatile to
fit in different pans, pots. Ø:18 x 9cm / Ø:27,5
x 22,2cm SS 430 / Silicone feet.
142302, € 15,00

Herb scissors. Cut three pieces into a clip.
A handy tool for quick cutting of chives and
most herbs, 17.5 cm in black steel.
141860, € 11,50

Coarse knit pot patch with leather hanger,
Stylish design that is suitable for hanging in
front. in 100% recycled cotton. For private
use, Risk category II as per Regulation (EU)
2016/425 This Pot holder is designed to offer
palm protection only against contact heat, at
performance level 1.Made of 100 % recycled
cotton. 148495, € 7,50

10 30 60

KNIFE COVER 1 PC

Exclusive knife case in buffalo leather. Fits for
1pcs knife. Protects your knife blades from
other knives in draws. 21x6cm, brown, 142897,
€ 9,95

POT HOLDER HOME

Coarse knit pot patch with leather hanger,
Stylish design that is suitable for hanging in
front. in 100% recycled cotton. For private
use, Risk category II as per Regulation (EU)
2016/425 This Pot holder is designed to offer
palm protection only against contact heat, at
performance level 1.Made of 100 % recycled
cotton. 18 x 18 cm, beige. 148490, € 7,50
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MORTAL

The Scandinavian Home, Polished Granite Pestle
and Mortar features an inner surface designed for
maximised efficiency on both dry and wet mixes; ideal
for grinding and preparing a range of pestos, cinnamon,
cloves, nuts and more. 149008, € 25,00
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KITCHEN FUNNEL

Kitchen funnel with removable strainer.
Pipe Ø 2,5 cm stainless steel with brass
electroplating. Perfect in your timeless
kitchen, both practical and stylish to have
in every position. Hand washing is recommended. 142842, € 12,90

OILER JUG HOME

Serve nicely, fits equally well with the stove
for cooking and at the table. Season your own
oil with spices or fruits that look good in this
boiler. Convenient with its close-fitting wooden lid and cork closure to the spout. made of
food-approved borosilicate glass. H23.5 Ø10
cm, 500 ml. 142841, € 17,00

SALT CUBE

Convenient container with magnetically rotatable lid, perfect for salt and other dry spices,
at the stove or table. Or other things like pills
or jewelry. Cultivated Wood. H6 W8 D8 cm.
142830, € 17,00

CONTAINER HOME

Convenient container with magnitically rotatable lid, perfect for grain and other dry spices
by the stove or table. Cultivated wood.
Size: 10 x 10 x 15 cm. 142831, € 32,00

TRAY HOME

Storage tray for oil, vinegar, spice mills, utensil
containers at the stove, or at the table. Keep
track of your food utensils. made of approved
wood. 1,9x16x22 cm. 142893, € 17,00
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BARSET BY BERCATO

The Bercato series in book format is just in time. Now also with
bare gear, most of what you need to make a good drink Capsule opener - Muddler - Citruspress, no matter how naughty.
C: 5,5x4,3, M: 17x3, O:17x4cm Beach wood/Stainless steel
B60053, € 20,00
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FOOD THERMOMETER EKO HOME

Scandinavian Home EKO newest innovations is the
Kinetic powered thermometer that is powered without
batteries. Instead, it is powered by motion. The user
can shake the thermometer to create a charge and
power on the display. The design is waterproof and
dustproof with a step-down folding probe that stores
completely inside the body for storage. Its response
time to stable is less than sox seconds and the thermometer has a wide temperature range to 300 degrees
Celsius. 175x33x23mm ABS/Stainless. Lf 6 st.
143750, €19,00

STEKTERMOMETER HOME
BLUETOOTH

Roast Thermometer Bluetooth Keep track of
your steak, fish or bird in the oven, via bluetooth up to 45 meters. 8 settings. Compatible
with ipad mini, iPad 3 and newer. iphones 4s
and newer. iPod Touch 5th Gen and Newer.
2xAAA battery not included. 144360, € 51,00

STEAK THERMOMETER FLEX
HOME

With its adjustable display, you can easily see
the temperature, no matter how to put the
needle in the food. Temperature 0 to 200C
Resolution:0. 1 °over full range Response
About 6-7 second Battery. included LR44.
143600, € 17,00

WIRELESS BBQ THERMOMETER
WITH 2 PROBES

Manual set of target temperature/temperature alarm, RF wireless temperature/ 6
meats sellection. 2 probes / cooking selection.
not including 4pcs AAA battery. 16 x 62 x
32,5mm. ABS/SS/stine. 144310, € 43,00
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SOURDOUGH STARTER SET KILNER®

The Kilner® Sourdough Starter Set contains all the equipment you need to make
fresh and delicious home made Sourdough bread. Sourdough breadmaking has
never been more popular and you´re not just limited to bread, you can also make
pancakes, pizza, tortillas and baked goods with a sourdough starter. Packed in
giftbox. Glass. 2 x 0,35 liter. KI25035, € 34,00
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At Cole & Mason we share your enthusiasm for a more adventurous range
of seasoning and flavour enhancing products. We understand how new and
exciting ingredients along with high quality kitchen tools and accessories
can transform cooking and dining experiences. We have been designing and
developing kitchenware from our head office in England since 1919.

SALT AND PEPPER MILL

Set of salt and pepper mill in ABS.
H 16 cm. H321008, € 38,00
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The Viners Barware Collection includes all of the items
required to create, serve and entertain your guests in
the comfort of your own home. Experiment creating
exotic cocktails, or chilling and serving your perfect
bottle of wine. Crafted from quality stainless steel, the
collection offers a brushed silver effect which will stand
the test of time, or stay on trend with the luxurious
brushed gold finish.

CHAMPAGNE BUCKET
VINERS®
Gold. Stainless steel.
4 liter, VR302233, € 29,00

VIN BARWARE WINE
COOLER DOUBLE
WALL VINERS®

ICE BUCKET DOUBLE
WALL VINERS®
Gold. Stainless steel.
1,5 liter, VR302235, € 41,00

Gold. Stainless steel.
1,3 liter, VR302236, € 33,00

REGENCY GOLD RAVENHEAD®

COCKTAIL SHAKER
GLAS VINERS®

Clear/silver. Stainless steel, glass.
280ml, VR302211, € 25,00
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The Regency Gold range features a collection of glassware
with a heavy base which makes each one feel well-balanced in
the hand and pleasing to hold. Each glass features a unique
textured pattern with a distinctive rim design that is painted
in real gold for an extra touch of luxury. Available in sets of
two, the range includes Hiball and Mixer glasses that are
suitable for serving cold juices in the garden or cocktails at
your next dinner party.
Mixer glas, 32cl. 2-pack. KR41407, €12,00
Hiball glas, 36cl. 2-pack. KR41406, € 12,00

Those who have style can also say no out of a desire to defend genuine pleasure against a deluge of goods. The
reduction to a few, essential forms and materials presupposes a very high standard of quality – yet the design of
each individual article appears natural and logical.
It is precisely this stylish exclusivity that the ZACK design label has embodied in perfection for over three decades.
The brand’s loyalty to these very core values makes it one of the most successful in the field of stainless steel home
accessories. The elegant geometric bodies are timelessly beautiful and have their own special features in material,
function and quality. In addition, all ZACK products have that certain something – the special trick in design.
ZACK has now become synonymous with stylish stainless steel home accessories, designed for style-conscious
people who value purist design, high-quality materials and outstanding workmanship.

ZETIS KITCHEN TIMER ZACK®

Generous scale for easy setting of the minute; Time
setting from 1 - 58 minutes to minute; High clock signal. Ø 7 x h. 4,5 cm. Black - Silver matt. 820574, €36,00

CUNDO KITCHEN TIMER, DIGITAL
ZACK®

Large numbers make it easy to read; Illuminated
display with energy saving mode; Magnetic
back; Alarm tone adjustable in two volumes and
attenuation, flashing display; Can be set in 5 sec
steps up to 99:55; 3x AAA 1.5V LR03 batteries
not included. Ø 7,8 x h. 2,9 cm. Black - Silver matt.
820620, €41,00

PACENE” COOKBOOK STAND
ZACK®

Stand for surfboards, books Foldable for
space-saving storage; Secure stand thanks to
locking function; Suitable for tablets, smartphones
and books in different sizes ”18/10 stainless steel,
matt brushed; black ABS plastic Zack Design.
27x20,7x6,3cm. 820636, €46,00
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With over 70 years of experience in designing high-end food preparation tools, utensils and gadgets, it is easy to see how Zyliss has become
an internationally respected brand, favoured by everyday cooks as
well as gourmet chefs. Zyliss now boasts an appealing and distinctive
portfolio of thoughtfully designed, carefully constructed kitchen tools.
Many Zyliss products have a 5 year guarantee or more, ensuring a long
lasting quality experience and customer satisfaction.

SEE ALL THE PRODUCTS ON PAGE 40

SANTOKU COMFORT PRO

The Comfort Pro Santoku knife has indentation along the blade to ensure less
food sticks. The ice-hardened 15° German Stainless steel blade glides through
produce that is typically harder to cut, such as butternut squash. The ergonomic
handle has been designed for ultimate comfort in everyday use. It fits perfectly
in the hand and features a tapered bolster that allows a firm grip in use. The
finger indent on top of the handle provides a comfortable position for placing
the index finger when slicing with precision.. 18cm, black-silver. E920271, €32,00
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COOK ULTIMATE PRO

Zyliss Cook Ultimate Pro frying pans feature the advanced ALPINE
CRYSTALS non-stick Swiss technology from Ilag, making them our
toughest pans yet.The Alpine Crystal coating is 8x tougher than
current 2 layer PTFE coatings in comparison with ILAG Basic, based
on the abrasion test, ILAG Method AA-088. Oven/grill safe 230
C, Full stainless steel induction base. Metal tools safe, Pouring lip,
Ergonomic stainless steel handle, dishwasher safe. PFAO free and
Induction suitableØ 28 cm. E980179, € 106,00
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PREMIUM OFFICE
&

Exclusively chosen products which are perfect for the office or elsewhere. You can
also find mementos, corporate gifts, or why not demonstrate some extra appreciation
towards your co-workers or clients.

SINCE 1985

®

TM

TOASTER LITE 2/S

The 2 slice Lite Toaster is stylish yet convenient, offering multi-patented
features to help your kitchen work efficiently. The Lite Toaster features
Dualit’s ground-breaking Perfect Toast Technology; that calculates the
temperature of your toaster and surroundings to derive the precise toasting time for consistently golden brown toast. The patented peek and
pop feature lets you to check on your bread without stopping it toasting,
giving you extra browning control. It incorporates a bagel and defrost
function, extra-wide 36mm slots and automatic pop-up. A Lite Kettle is
also available. 598320 Blue Depths. 598321 Tawny Birch. €136,00

TOASTER POLISH NEW GEN
TOASTER DOMUS

Domus Toaster Available in a 2 slot, Oversize slots
fit larger sliced loaves Patented Perfect Toast Technology, Patented Peek and Pop® function Striking
White solid body colour.
591320 Grey, 591310 White, € 169,00
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Classic toaster from Dualit, with 70 years experience in toasting. This classic toaster is hand-held in
England and all parts are available as spare parts
and can be replaced if required. It has the unique
patented PROHEAT elements. Available in
more sizes and colors. 2-slice, stainless. 595000, €
340,00. 4-slice, stainless, 595100. € 425,00

ELVISP

Dualits Hand Mixer is a real multifunctional machine that
works well for you, eggs or cream with different speed
ranges. Powerful motor with full 400W. In addition to
the pair of wings, there are also hooks and balloons.
400 w. 597409 Canvas, 597410 Chrome, 597415 White,
597411 Metallic Black. € 136,00

KETTLE DOMUS

BLENDER

KETTLE CLASSIC

MINI JUG KETTLE POLISHED

Easy to fill and pour, Ergonomic handle, anti
drop pipe. Powerful for fast cooking, windows for
volume viewing in both cups and liters. Patiented
”Flow Regulator”.
591370 Grey, 591360 White, € 186,00

The kettle, with its simple design, is very easy to pour
from. With measuring windows that make it easy to fill.
Patented elements that can be replaced. Extra quiet.
595690, €255,00

The New Dualit VortecS blender helps you make
perfect smoothies, sauces and soups. The blender
with a 1000W engine easily tackles tough ingredients. The blender includes icecross and detachable
blades for easy cleaning. The unbreakable cannon
is made of tritan that is safer than glass. The can
holds 2L. 597700, € 336,00

This compact kettle with it´s simple design makes
it easy to pour. With it´s measuring window, it’s
easy to fill the amount you want, up to 15 liters per
hour. 595500, €117,00

DHB2 HAND BLENDER

With this practical set, you can easily handle the
majority of smaller tasks in the kitchen, such as
mixing, whipping and chopping your food. All parts
are handy to store without taking too much space.
The seat includes a motor unit with a mixer foot, a
bowl of hackers, a balloon whistle and a mixer pot.
700w, 4-pcs, chrome/plastic. 597500, € 204,00

CORDLESS JUG KETTLE

The kettle, with its simple design, is very easy to
pour from. With measuring windows that make it
easy to fill, it can handle up to 22 liters per hour.
Holds 1.5 liters, 3 kW. 595600, €170;00
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The original istor SWISS SHARPENER® brand has
stood for Swiss quality for now 25 years.Today, the
ISTOR AG company has representatives for its products in many countries worldwide.The istor SWISS
SHARPENER is easy and quick to use and sharpens
any steel blades such as scissors, knives (also toothed
ones), pruning shears, scythes and others. They are
suitable for both right- and left-handers. The ”secret”
lays in the composition and shape of the sharpening
component. It is very hard and extremely wear-resistant. The aluminium handle is light and the surface
allows printing with company logos.

TM

SOUS VIDE SANSAIRE

Sous vide is a cooking method that uses
precise temperature control to achieve
perfect results, every time. Place your food in
a sealed plastic bag, set the temperature on
your sous vide and place both in a saucepan
with water. Sous vide will now ensure that
the inner temperature does not exceed that
which you have selected. For more flavor
and texture quick fry your optimally warmed
food.
1100W, 10 x 10 x 38 cm. 510000, € 187,00

ISTOR® STANDARD SWISS
SHARPENER

ISTOR® PROFESSIONAL SWISS
SHARPENER PSS

10x1,2x0,5cm, silver. 520100, €36,00

LYNDHURST NORDIC WHITE SS ASH
INVERTA GS

2019 sees the launch of the brand new Precision+
pepper grinding mechanism. Designed and developed over a 2 year period, the new mechanism
cements our position as the primary innovators in
the category. Rigorously tested in conjunction with
Nottingham University’s Aroma Laboratory, Cole
& Mason Precision+ mills represent a new level of
performance: able to deliver more pepper per turn
than ever before and scientifically tested to release
more flavour. In addition, the new mechanisms
are still covered by our industry leading lifetime
guarantee. The designs were created by Cole &
Mason. Ø6,2cm, h18,5cm. Ash, H331907. Chestnut,
H331935. €118,00

505 SALT & PEPPER SET

2019 sees the launch of the brand new Precision+
pepper grinding mechanism. Designed and developed over a 2 year period, the new mechanism
cements our position as the primary innovators in
the category. Rigorously tested in conjunction with
Nottingham University’s Aroma Laboratory, Cole
& Mason Precision+ mills represent a new level of
performance: able to deliver more pepper per turn
than ever before and scientifically tested to release
more flavour. In addition, the new mechanisms are
still covered by our industry leading lifetime guarantee. The designs were created by Cole & Mason.
14 cm. Akryl. H50518P, €51,00

VENUS NEW INDUCTION IN BOX BIALETTI®

MILK FROTHER BIALETTI® HOT AND
COLD

Electric milk frother, makes both cold and hot foam
115-240ml. 374910, €106,00
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A TIMELESS CLASSIC Elegance and performance in
a renewed form. MADE TO
LAST. Made of 18/10 steel to
work also on induction cooking
tops, it maintains its shine and
its original characteristics even
after prolonged use over time.
ANTI-SCALDING HANDLE.
Attention to design, ergonomic
and with non-slip finish. 6 cups 235 ml h 19 cm. 374499, €63,00

14,4x2,1x0,8cm, silver. 520200, €68,00

DERWENT SALT & PEPPER SET

2019 sees the launch of the brand new Precision+
pepper grinding mechanism. Designed and developed over a 2 year period, the new mechanism
cements our position as the primary innovators in
the category. Rigorously tested in conjunction with
Nottingham University’s Aroma Laboratory, Cole
& Mason Precision+ mills represent a new level of
performance: able to deliver more pepper per turn
than ever before and scientifically tested to release
more flavour. In addition, the new mechanisms are
still covered by our industry leading lifetime guarantee. The designs were created by Cole & Mason
19 cm. Acrylic, stainless steel. Silver, H59408G.
Gunmetal, H59428G €122,00

VENUS COPPER
BIALETTI®

Elegance and performance in
a renewed form. MADE TO
LAST. Made of 18/10 steel to
work also on induction cooking
tops, it maintains its shine and
its original characteristics even
after prolonged use over time.
ANTI-SCALDING HANDLE. Attention to design,
ergonomic and with non-slip
finish. 6 cups - 235 ml h 19 cm.
374497, €76,00

VENUS BLUE
BIALETTI®

Elegance and performance in
a renewed form. MADE TO
LAST. Made of 18/10 steel to
work also on induction cooking
tops, it maintains its shine and
its original characteristics even
after prolonged use over time.
ANTI-SCALDING HANDLE. Attention to design,
ergonomic and with non-slip
finish. 6 cups - 235 ml h 19 cm.
374498, €76,00

Hinoki is the most elegant sort of wood in Japan.This
tree is a type of cypress that is considered sacred and
grows only in this part of the world.Hinoki has been
used since ancient times in Japan as a building material for building temples and shrines.Hinoki’s durability
continues to increase for about 200 years, even after it
has been cut.After 200 years, Hinoki gradually returns
to its original durability, which takes about 1000 years.
Incredibly, it is said that you can smell it and even
reuse the 1300 year old hinoki when you plan.

HINOKI SOAP PUMP

9,75x7x19,3cm, 150005. €24,00

HINOKI STACKING BOX SMALL
15x15x5cm, 150002. €17,00

HINOKI STACKING BOX LARGE

30x15x5cm, 150003. €27,00

TIE-APRON®

Tie&Apron combines the elegance of a neck tie with the utility of an apron. Whether
you are cooking, serving or just entertaining friends, Tie&Apron turns every dinner into
a spectacular moment, a ritual you won’t forget. The knotted tie of Tie&Apron not only
looks smart, it is perfectly adjustable and there’s no chance of accidentally dipping your
tie in the soup.. Black/grey, 191000, € 59,00 Blue/black/white, 191010, € 59,00
Bordeaux/black, 191020, € 59,00

HINOKI BATH MAT

59x55x2,5cm, 150001. €127,00

APRON VINTAGE LEATHER

APRON LEATHER

Exclusive apron made from the finest waxed buffalo
leather. Two front pockets with rivets for extra strength
and hanger for kitchen towel. 76x64 cm. From Scandinavian Home. 613133 brown, € 144,00

Exclusive apron in vintage buffalo leather. Adjustable neck
strap. Packed in box . Made of SMETA certified leather that
complies with EU ”REACH” standards. This leather is made
from buffalo hides. The base of the leather is first dyed to the
color required and then top finishing is done. To give it the
vintage effect the hide is then pressed in a heat roller to make
smooth, and then it is snuffed to give the vintage effect. It is
due to this process that the various shades and textures come
up, which only highlight and enhance its look. It is totally azo
free and chrome VI compliant. 76x64 cm, Buffalo Vintage
Leather. 613139, € 97,00

KNIFE CASE HOME

Exclusive knife case in buffalo leather with
Velcro fastening. Lining in coated polyester which makes it durable and water
resistant. Place for 4 knives. L: 42.5cm,
B: 30 cm, leather strap, 73 cm (36.5cm)
BSCI approved leather. 142896, € 135,00
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MONINO ELECTRIC PEPPER MILL
GRINDER ZACK®

MONINO ELECTRIC SALT/ SPICE
MILL GRINDER ZACK®

Carbon steel mill; only for black peppercorns;
One-handed button; Degree of grinding
adjustable from fine powder to coarse-grained;
battery powered (batteries 4xAAA, NOT
INCLUDED!) Zack Design. 820935, €59,00

CALDO INSULATING FLASK ZACK®

Double-walled, break-resistant stainless steel jug
with excellent insulating properties; Screw cap
with push button lock; Convenient for hot and
cold drinks; Fully food-safe design; Drop-free
pouring insulation properties: Hours / temperature 0/95 ° C 2/87 ° C 4/80 ° C 6/75 ° C 8/70 ° C
10/65 ° C 12/62 ° C 24/46 ° C. 821010, €60,00

ALONA LED COSMETIC MIRROR
ZACK®

LED Make-up mirror surrounding LED lights
mirrot tiltable, 5 x magnification battery 3 AA (not
included) plastic pad on the underside ZACK
Design. Ø 20 cm. 840140, matt. €169,00
840141, silver. 840142, black. €191,00

Ceramic grinder for coarse salt and spices;
One-handed button; Degree of grinding
adjustable from fine powder to coarse-grained;
battery powered (batteries 4xAAA, NOT
INCLUDED!) Zack Design. 820936, €59,00

PELAGO INSULATING FLASK
ZACK®

Double-walled, break-resistant stainless steel
jug with excellent insulating properties; Screw
cap with push button lock; Convenient for
hot and cold drinks; Fully food-safe design;
Drop-free pouring insulation properties: Hours
/ temperature 0/95 ° C 2/87 ° C 4/80 ° C 6/75
° C 8/70 ° C 10/65 ° C 12/62 ° C 24/46 ° C.
821011, €64,00

wall clock, beige battery-powered quartz mechanism. clock
face made of ABS plastic ø 27 cm, d. 4,1 cm 18/10 stainless
steel designed by ZACK. 860016, beige. 860017, blue.
860018, grey. €79,00
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Practical shoe horn from Zack with magnetic
suspension in stainless steel.
850654, €47,00

NOLMA WARDROBE MIRROR WITH
KEY CABINET ZACK®

6 hooks; Hooks can be placed individually; Installed
with left or right opening; Concealed wall mounting.
Wall mounting: drilling. Zack design 28,4x28x7 cm.
850603, €100,00

ATACIO COT RACK ZACK®
WALL CLOCK WANU ZACK®

CALZO SHOE HORN, INCL.
MAGNETIC WALL MOUNT ZACK®

Rubber drip tray for wet umbrellas; high stability due to weight
integrated in the floor; Rubber cushions on the underside prevent
sensitive floors from being scratched; easy assembly, including
illustrated assembly instructions. h 165 b32 d32cm.
850670, €500,00

LINEA BUTLER ZACK®
LINEA LOTION DISPENSER ZACK®
Exclusive high-quality Pump that is suitable
for both liquid soap, lotion, detergent or hand
alcohol. Have it look good for yourself or your
guests, Wall mounted ZACK Design.
840337, €113,00
840368, matt €93,00
840405, black matt €110,00

TORES LOTION DISPENSER
ZACK®

Exclusive high-quality Pump that is suitable
for both liquid soap, lotion, detergent or hand
alcohol. Have it look good for yourself or your
guests, ZACK Design. 840355, €64,00

CONTAS LIQUID DISPENSER, WALL
MOUNTED ZACK®

suitable for liquid soap, body lotion, detergent etc .;
Pump head is available as a spare part. This article is
part of the ZACK design series ”SCALA”. Additional
complementary items are available. Wall mounting:
gluing or drilling. Including fastening materials (plugs,
screws) and illustrated assembly instructions. The
following ZACK products are required for adhesive
fastening: ZackMount adhesive (6g) article no.
30003 / ZackMount glue (13g) Article no. 30004.
840080, €106,00

LINEA LOTION DISPENSER ZACK®
Exclusive high-quality Pump that is suitable
for both liquid soap, lotion, detergent or hand
alcohol. Have it look good for yourself or your
guests, ZACK Design.
840338, €83,00
840369, matt €64,00
840406, black matt €81,00

With its unique design, the toilet butler from the
LINEA series continues ZACK’s exclusive design
language. Thanks to the simple look, which makes
ZACK items so unmistakable, it is not difficult to
integrate this stylish bathroom accessory into a variety of bathroom worlds. Made of glossy polished
18/10 stainless steel, the high-quality toilet butler
not only impresses with its excellent design but
also impresses with its handling. The brush holder
can be easily removed from the stand thanks to its
practical screw bracket for cleaning. And the brush
is also available as a spare part. 840027, €213,00

TORES LOTION DISPENSER WALL
ZACK®
Exclusive high-quality Pump that is suitable
for both liquid soap, lotion, detergent or hand
alcohol. Have it look good for yourself or your
guests, wall mounted ZACK Design.
840356, €93,00

SCALA LIQUID DISPENSER ZACK®

Suitable for liquid soap, body lotion, detergent
etc .; Pump head is available as a spare part.
This article is part of the ZACK design series
”SCALA”. Additional supplementary items are
available. 840079, €76,00

CARVO TOILET BUTLER ZACK®

toilet butler, white removable plastic container,
grey brush rubber feet w. 15,0 cm, h. 71,8 cm d.
18,0 cm 18/10 stainless steel powder-coated, white
designed by ZACK. 840818, €170,00

SCALA TOILET ROLL STAND ZACK®

suitable for one toilet roll plus two spare rolls; heavy
stand ensures a safe stand; 4 rubber cushions
under the base protect sensitive floors. Including
illustrated assembly instructions. This item is part
of the ZACK design series ”SCALA”. Additional,
additional items are available.
840048, €195,00

JAZ FLOOR SQUEEGEE ZACK®

For cleaning smooth surfaces such as shower enclosures and tiles;
replaceable, non-staining extendable lip; Extendable lip and wall
bracket are available as spare parts. Including wall bracket, fastening
material (plugs, screws) and illustrated installation instructions.
840090, €107,00

ANGOLO WAST PAPER
BASKET 50 ZACK®

Stylish waste can in matt stainless steel
of 18/10 quality. Plastic feet prevent
sensitive floors from being scratched
ZACK Design. H 50x22x22cm.
850478, €148,00

ANGOLO WAST PSAPER BASKET 40 ZACK®
Stylish waste can in matt stainless steel of 18/10 quality.
Plastic feet prevent sensitive floors from being scratched
ZACK Design. 22x22xh40 cm. 850477, €133,00
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COMFORT PRO SERRATED PARING KNIFE

PARING KNIFE COMFORT PRO

SANTOKU COMFORT PRO

COMFORT PRO CHEFS KNIFE

COMFORT PRO CARVING KNIFE

COMFORT PRO BREAD KNIFE

Comfort P serrated knife has an 11 cm ice-hardened 15 ° German stainless steel
edge and is designed to cut through products with tough skins and soft meat,
such as tomatoes, peaches or kiwi fruits. The sharp ribbed edge and the narrow
profile make it easy to slide through the products without damaging the soft flesh.
The ergonomic handle has been designed for ultimate comfort in daily use. It fits
perfectly in the hand and has a tapered bolt that provides a firm grip when used.
The finger indentation on top of the handle provides a convenient position for
placing the index finger when cutting. 11,5cm, black-silver. E920276, €19,00

The Comfort Pro Santoku knife has indentation along the blade to ensure less
food sticks. The ice-hardened 15° German Stainless steel blade glides through
produce that is typically harder to cut, such as butternut squash. The ergonomic
handle has been designed for ultimate comfort in everyday use. It fits perfectly in
the hand and features a tapered bolster that allows a firm grip in use. The finger
indent on top of the handle provides a comfortable position for placing the index
finger when slicing with precision.. 18cm, black-silver. E920271, €32,00

The Comfort Pro Carving knife has an ice-hardened, 15° German Stainless steel
blade. The 20cm long blade makes it easy to slice and serve the perfect cut of
meat. The ergonomic handle has been designed for ultimate comfort in everyday
use. It fits perfectly in the hand and features a tapered bolster that allows a
firm grip in use. The finger indent on top of the handle provides a comfortable
position for placing the index finger when slicing with precision. 20cm, black-silver.
E920269, €30,00

ULTIMATE PRO SAUTE PAN
WITH SPOUT & LID

The Alpine Crystal coating is 8x tougher
than current 2 layer PTFE coatings in
comparison with ILAG Basic, based on
the abrasion test, ILAG Method AA-088.
Oven/grill safe 230 C, Full stainless steel
induction base. Metal tools safe, Pouring lip,
Ergonomic stainless steel handle, dishwasher
safe. PFAO free. Suitable for all hobs. Ø 28
cm. E980179, €106,00
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The 11 cm Comfort Pro Paring knife is one of the most frequently used knives for
those everyday food preparation tasks, and the ice-hardened blade ensures the
blade stays sharp throughout the frequent use. The compact size makes it ideal
for any task from trimming to slicing and dicing. The ergonomic handle has been
designed for ultimate comfort in everyday use. It fits perfectly in the hand and
features a flat bolster that allows a firm grip in use. The finger indent on top of the
handle provides a comfortable position for placing the index finger when slicing
with precision.German S Steel. 11 cm, black-silver. E920273, €19,00

Unique in design the Comfort Pro Chef’s knife will easily become your go to
knife in the kitchen. Suitable for almost every kitchen prep task, the super sharp
ice-hardened 15° German Stainless steel blade will glide through produce easily
for effortless chopping and slicing. The ergonomic handle has been designed
for ultimate comfort in everyday use. It fits perfectly in the hand and features
a tapered bolster that allows a firm grip in use. The finger indent on top of the
handle provides a comfortable position for placing the index finger when slicing
with precision. 20cm, black-silver. E920270, €32,00

The Comfort Pro Bread knife has an ice-hardened, serrated Stainless steel blade.
The 20cm long blade makes it easy to slice and serve the perfect cut of bread or
fruit. The ergonomic handle has been designed for ultimate comfort in everyday
use. It fits perfectly in the hand and features a tapered bolster that allows a
firm grip in use. The finger indent on top of the handle provides a comfortable
position for placing the index finger when slicing with precision. index finger when
slicing with precision. 20cm, black-silver. E920268, €30,00

ULTIMATE PRO GRILL PAN

Ultimate Pro Grill Pan ZYLISS®. The Alpine
Crystal coating is 8x tougher than current 2
layer PTFE coatings in comparison with ILAG
Basic, based on the abrasion test, ILAG Method
AA-088. Oven/grill safe 230 C, Full stainless
steel induction base. Metal tools safe, Pouring
lip, Ergonomic stainless steel handle, dishwasher
safe. PFAO free Black - Silver Alu, ILAG crystal,
SS Ø 28 cm. E980178, € 71,00

COMFORT KNIFE BLOCK

Comfortably stores up to 8 knives. Flexible
plastic fi bres disperse and grip the knives
for safe storage.Tactile soft-touch fi nish,
Non-slip feet for added safety. Washable
and hygienic plastic fi bre insert.To remove
the fi bre insert, tilt the block forwards to
release. To clean, simply wash in warm soapy
water. Rinse and dry thoroughly before use.
23,5x14,5x12,5cm. E920262, €38,00

HOME
In this category we have many gifts which will create a pleasing and
cosy atmosphere in the home. So often it is the little touches which
make a big difference. We have chosen gifts across a vast price range
to afford everyone the possibility of purchasing a gift which will light
up your home.
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THROW ALWAYS BERCATO

Always yarn-dyed and beautifully mottled in color. The
strong fringe on two sides gives a cozy feeling and the
blanket is a decorative interior detail when it does not
warm nicely. Material: 60% Wool, 25% Acrylic and 15%
polyester. Size: 170x130 cm. Care instructions: Wash 30
°. You can never get too many soft rugs. Wrap yourself in
both a rough autumn day or a summer evening.
B28121 black/white. B28122 white/black. €64,00
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Cozy plaid in 100% recyled
cotton with fringes on
both sides. 130x170 cm.

COTTONTHROW MYSA
BERCATO BLACK
130 x 170 cm. B28120, € 31,00

COTTONTHROW MYSA
BERCATO YELLOW
130 x 170 cm. B28118, € 31,00

COTTONTHROW MYSA
BERCATO BLUE
130 x 170 cm. B28119, € 31,00
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ACRYL THROW GOSA

Cozy blanket in trendy colors.
A blanket that suits everyone
and all homes. Size: 130x170cm.
Acryl.
B28117, € 42,00

COTTON THROW TINA

Woven plaid in 100% cotton.
Fringes on both sides. Size
130x170cm. Packed in gift box.
235101, € 23,00

BLANKET STRIPE

Woven blanket in 100% cotton
with striped pattern. French
on both short sides. Size
130x160cm. B28108, € 23,00

COTTON BLANKET
CROSS

Woven plaid in 100% recycled
cotton with cross pattern.
Fringes on both sides. Size
130x160cm. Packed in gift box
Bercato design. B28109, € 23,00

COTTON BLANKET
ARROW

Woven blanket in 100% cotton.
Fringes on both short sides. Size
130x170cm. Packed in gift box.
B28106, € 23,00
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ACRYL THROW GOSA BERCATO

Cozy blanket in trendy colors. A blanket that suits everyone and all homes. Size: 130x170cm. Acryl.
B28117, € 42,00
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COTTONTHROW
FLOWER ANTRACITE

130 x 170 cm. B28115, € 23,00

COTTONTHROW
FLOWER TERRACOTTA
130 x 170 cm. B28114, € 23,00

COTTONTHROW
CIRCLE YELLOW

130 x 170 cm. B28116, € 23,00
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WIRELESS CHARGING PAD HOME

SScandinavian Home LOAD , Wireless Charging PAD With a 7 Colorful RGB
Mood light, Wireless Output:10W,USB Output:1A Power:9V 2A KC Adaptor. Size
:dia.170x16.3mm. 143770, €40,00
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GLASS VASE - BOWL HOME

Nice stylish vase on the base of optical
glass, also suitable as a bowl for fruits
or cakes packed in scandinavian home
cardboard in natural paper. H 26 cm,
Ø 15 cm, Glass. 149001, € 20,00

LIGHTHOLDER DOME

Glasdome with wooden tray, Ø 18, H 30 cm. Battery powered LED-light. Can be used without light
for decorations. 3 pcs AA batteries (not included).
From Bercato. Bercato gift box. B69045, € 40,00

ROUND VASE WITH
METAL STAND

Round glass vase with gold frame in metal.
Height 19, Ø18cm. B69056, € 17,90

VASE/ LANTERN WITH
METAL STAND

Perfect as a vase or why not to the use for
tealights / pillar candles. Glass with gold
frame in metal. B69057, € 12,00
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TRAVEL
&

OUTDOOR
Surely everyone wants to travel, whether that journey be
long or short, we all want to travel in style. A journey titillates the senses, wakens our curiosity and creates memories.
In this category you will discover everything you need to
make your journey extra special. Clever functional products
mixed with exlusive leather items.

PADELBAG LEATHER GREY

Luxury Paddle Case in leather! 613157, €74,00
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PADELCOVER CANVAS BLACK

Paddle case in waxed Canvas with leather details
and handles in cotton. YKK metal zippers on
compartments on the outside with space for wallet
and or mobile phone 613158, €38,00

WEEKENDBAG CANVAS
BAWAY BLACK

Bag waxed Canvas with leather details and
handles in buffalo leather. YKK metal zippers and
several compartments on the inside. Detachable
shoulder strap. Packed in a plastic bag.
613156, €102,00
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For us at B Away, our collection is about fashion, quality and
function. We see our products as something out of the ordinary
and that have the ”little extra” in the form of feeling and durability
- products we like to use ourselves. Our entire collection is
handmade and made of strong buffalo leather, has practical
pockets, lining in cotton and with YKK zippers in metal. To
make the skin durable, it is oiled with environmentally friendly
vegetable oils. Then you wax the surface, which gives the skin a
wonderful luster. The skin is supposed to change color, due to
the fact that it absorbs the oil differently. This gives the product
a natural look and is a sign of authenticity. Our supplier consists
of a tannery and a factory that work very closely together, which
makes it easy to have control over the entire production. The
factory is BSCI-certified and takes full responsibility and meets
all the requirements this entails. The tannery only uses EU-made
chemical products for tanning and no chromium is banned today all to create security, justice and a better environment.

GADGET BAG TAN

Finally order the cords and chargers! Baway
Gadget Purse, simplifies and gets organized
before the trip or at home. Made of fine
leather and has good and practical compartments inside. Made of BSCI-certified leather
that complies with EU ”REACH” standards.
28x20x2 cm. 613178, € 94,00

BRIEFCASE TAN

Slim leather case in Real Leather, for
computer up to 13 ”. On the front a large
pocket closable with magnet. Zip pocket at
the back. Fully padded inside and a padded
pocket. Removable and adjustable shoulder
strap. Made of fine leather and has good and
practical inside compartments Manufactured
Of BSCI-certified leather that complies with
EU ”REACH” standards. 38x30x6 cm.
613194, € 212,00

TOILETRY BAG TAN

Smooth and flat to pack. Hook for hanging
and 4 compartments for your toiletries. Made
of BSCI certified leather that complies with
EU ”REACH” standards, and with nylon lining
on the inside. 23x24 cm. /58cm/24 cm.
613177, € 135,00

LUGGAGE TAG TAN

Practical and fine Address take in leather with
short space for name and address. Made of
BSCI-certified leather that complies with EU
”REACH” standards. 12x7 cm. 613174, € 21,00
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BRIEFCASE

Exclusive quilted classic
men’s briefcase in waxed
buffalo leather with
computer pocket for 15.6
”laptop with a cotton lining.
Pocket with YKK zipper
on the inside for passport,
mobile pocket and penholder in leather. Closes with
metal buckle. Handles and
a detachable shoulder strap.
Packed in bag. 42x30x13 cm.
From Baway. 613115, € 340,00

WEEKEND BAG

Exclusive, spacious weekend
bag in waxed buffalo
leather with padded outer
compartment with room for
a 13,3” laptop/iPad. Several
compartments of varying
sizes, e.g. for passport,
mobile phone and pen
holder. W 45, H 32 depth
13 cm. From Baway. Brown
613120, € 400,00

TOILETRY BAG

Exclusive toiletry bag made
from the finest waxed
buffalo leather, cotton lined,
six compartments and YKK
metal zippers. From Baway.
Packed in bag. 29x12x17 cm.
613116, € 106,00

19TH CENTURY CASE

This basket in bamboo are
perfectly made for picnic or
for shopping. The design
takes you back many years
and it is a real classic item.
B40114, € 39,00
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TRAVEL WALLET

Exclusive travel wallet made from the finest
waxed buffalo leather. It is zippered (YKK
metal zipper) to keep your boarding pass,
passport, credit cards and passport, secure
in their individual compartments. 23x14 cm.
From Baway 613117, € 85,00

SHOULDER BAG

Exclusive quilted bag in waxed buffalo leather
with computer pocket for 13.3 ”laptop and cotton lining. Several pockets in various sizes for
example passports and mobile and penholder.
Two long handles, a detachable shoulder strap,
sealed at the top with YKK metal zippers.
Packed in bag. 37x29x7 cm. From Baway
613114, € 212,00

MESSENGER BAG

Exclusive bag in waxed buffalo leather with
magnet lock. Room for a för 13” laptop/iPad,
several compartments on the inside, pockets
with YKK zipper and adjustable shoulder
strap. Packed in bag. 36x29x9 cm. 613192,
€ 280,00

COMPUTER SLEEVE
QUILTED, 13”

Exclusive computer case in waxed buffalo
leather. Suitable for a 13 ”computer. Quilted
compartment on the outside. YKK zipper.
Packed in black fabric bag. 613195, € 109,00

LAPTOP CASE

A very slim briefcase perfect for a 13” laptop.
Several small pockets and room for a couple
of magazines or a binder. Exterior pockets on
both sides. Made from buffalo leather. Adjustable shoulder strap. From Baway. 38x28x6 cm.
613140, € 255,00

BACK PACK CITY

Exclusive backpack in waxed buffalo leather.
Pockets with space for iPad and adjustable
shoulder straps. Packed in bag. From Baway.
613131 € 331,00

GLASSES CASE

Exclusive cover made from waxed buffalo
hide, from Baway. 613165, € 42,00
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Reisenthel is cooperation, perfect brand reputation with resienthel own pattern.
made by Knirps from material recycling PET for fabrics. Smooth hand-opener with large, stable umbrella roof for
optimal protection.Fits firmly in the hand thanks to exclusive, ergonomic handle design and hand strap. Stormproof
and flip-over-proof: windtunnel tested up to 80 km/h 8 compartment, open 99 cm wide. Knirps - the umbrella with
the red dot. Hardly any other dot is as famous worldwide as the red dot from Knirps. Trademark, logo and quality
promise in one, it has been the world’s most popular umbrella for almost 90 years.
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Dots

Signatur red

Signatur navy

Baroque toupe

Twist silver

Signatur black

Signatur black hot print

UMBRELLA POCKET CLASSIC

The timeless made by Knirps from material
recycling PET for fabrics. Smooth hand-opener with large, stable umbrella roof for optimal
protection.Fits firmly in the hand thanks to
exclusive, ergonomic handle design and hand
strap.Stormproof and flip-over-proof: windtunnel tested up to 80 km/h 8 compartment,
open 99 cm wide.
RRS3070 Signatur red, €30,00
RRS7009 Dots, €30,00
RRS4073 Signatur Navy, €30,00
RRS7027 Baroque toupe, €30,00
RRS7052 Twist silver, €30,00
RRS7054 Signatur black, €30,00
RRS7058 Signatur black hot print, €30,00

UMBRELLA POCKET MINI

The ultra flat made by Knirps from material
recycling PET for fabrics. mini maxi as pocket
umbrella through large, stable roof and long
stick: comfortable to wear. Stormproof and
flip-over-proof: windtunnel tested up to 100
km/h 6 compartment, open 97 cm wide
RRT7009 Dots, €36,00
RRT4073 Signatur Navy, €36,00
RRT7027 Baroque toupe, €36,00
RRT7052 Twist silver, €36,00
RRT7054 Signatur black, €36,00
RRT7058 Signatur black hot print, €36,00

UMBRELLA POCKET DUOMATIC

Made by Knirps from material recycling PET
for fabrics. Large push button for comfortable,
automatic opening and closing with one hand.
Highest stability due to material mix of steel
and fiberglass.Stormproof and flip-over-proof:
windtunnel tested up to 120 km/h. 8 compartment, open 97 cm wide.
RRR7009 Dots, €53,00
RRR4073 Signatur Navy, €53,00
RRR7027 Baroque toupe, €53,00
RRR7052 Twist silver, €53,00
RRR7054 Signatur black, €53,00
RRR7058 Signatur black hot print, €53,00
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BATH & SPA
What could be better than a soft gift? With our wonderful cotton quality we can
offer a a lifelong product which will give you a very satisfied recipient. All our
cotton is USA Cotton certified and all our terry towelling is Öko Tex certified
provifing you with a sense of security in your choice of gift.

HAMAM ROBE

Grey/white, 100 % cotton, packed
in giftbox, from Royal Touch. S/M
70206001, € 49,00
Black/white, 100 % bomull, packed
in giftbox, from Royal Touch. S/M
70206002, € 49,00
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HAMAM TOWEL

50x90cm grey, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox, from Royal Touch. 70106001, € 10,00
50x90cm black, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox, from Royal Touch. 70106002, € 10,00

HAMAM BATHTOWEL

100x180 cm blue, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox,
from Royal Touch. 70107003, € 31,00
100x180 cm black, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox,
from Royal Touch. 70107002, € 31,00
100x180 cm grey, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox,
from Royal Touch. 70107001, € 31,00

Think quality in the form of high absorption properties,
a long useful life, colour resistance and a wonderful
feel even after many years of washing. That’s quality,
that’s Premium Touch. To achieve the best quality, all
Premium Touch towels are washed and tumble-dried
during production. For the best useful life and feel, we
use cotton from the Cotton USA brand, OEKO-TEX®
and made in Turkey.

ROBE ROYAL TOUCH STAYCATION
S/M & L/XL

Feels like hotel but at home.That is the feeling you get with
this robe. An cozy robe with golden embroidery.OKO-tex
aproved Cotton US 100%.
70202121, S/M. 70202122 L/XL. €93,00
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Think quality in the form of high absorption properties, a long useful life,
colour resistance and a wonderful feel even after many years of washing.
That’s quality, that’s Premium Touch. To achieve the best quality, all Premium Touch towels are washed and tumble-dried during production. For
the best useful life and feel, we use cotton from the Cotton USA brand,
OEKO-TEX® and made in Turkey.

SINCE 1985

STEEL GREY

100% cotton, 550 g/m2.
50x70, 70103075, € 11,00 70x140, 70104075, € 22,00

BLUE VELVET

100% cotton, 550 g/m2.
50x70, 70103060, € 11,00 70x140, 70104060, € 22,00

WHITE

100% cotton, 550 g/m2.
50x70, 70103001, € 11,00 70x140, 70104001, € 22,00

ANTHRACITE GREY

100% cotton, 550 g/m2.
50x70, 70103076, € 11,00 70x140, 70104076, € 22,00

ROYAL TOUCH ROBE WHITE

M 70202001, L 70203001, XL 70204001, XXL 70205001, € 75,00

ROYAL TOUCH
ROBE STEEL GREY

M 70202075, L 70203075, XL 70204075, XXL 70205075, € 75,00

ROYAL TOUCH ROBE VELVET BLUE

M 70202060, L 70203060,, XL 70204060, XXL 70205060, € 75,00
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PREMIUM TOUCH ROBE
330g/m2 Steel grey
S/M 72222075,
L/XL 72224075,
€ 46,00

PREMIUM TOUCH ROBE
330g/m2 White
S/M 72222001,
L/XL 72224001,
€ 46,00

CREAM

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203002, € 6,50
70x130, 72203502, € 15,50
90x150, 72204502, € 22,00

DARK GREY

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203077, € 6,50
70x130, 72203577, € 15,50
90x150, 72204577, € 22,00

LIGHT GREY

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203074, € 6,50
70x130, 72203574, € 15,50
90x150, 72204574, € 22,00

LILAC

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203025, € 6,50
70x130, 72203525, € 15,50

WHITE

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203001, € 6,50
70x130, 72203501, € 15,50
90x150, 72204501, € 22,00

BLUE VELVET

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203060, € 6,50
70x130, 72203560, € 15,50
90x150, 72204560, € 22,00

BLACK

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203099, € 6,50
70x130, 72203599, € 15,50

BORDEAUX

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203034, € 6,50
70x130, 72203534, € 15,50
90x150, 72204534, € 22,00
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PROFILE
As a business it is important to be seen! To profile a product displaying your logo is a big
responsibility for us and one which we take very seriously. All products in this category are
adapted in order to be noticed, spread your message and create new realtionships.
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42 mm

30 mm
35 mm

Tryckbar yta
20 mm

MUG ARMY

Original. This series has ancestors from the Swedish army of the 30’s,
Launched in the 80’s, with it´s rugged simplicity robust design available
in several colors and models. 27 cl. 465100 white, 465600 black, € 4,50

Tryckbar yta

MUG ARMY

9 cl. 463100 white, 463600 black, € 3,20

XX mm

XX mm
XX mm

Tryckbar yta
XX mm

Tryckbar yta

GLASS PICARDIE

Made in 1954, the Duralex glass Picardie, became a success from the first
day. It is designed to be handy to hold in your hand, with facets that reflect
the light and enchant the beverage. Hardened and shock resistant.
50 cl 645200, € 3,80, 36 cl 645100, € 3,30, 31 cl 645500, € 2,90,
9 cl 645300, € 1,49. Moq 6 pcs.
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42 mm

42 mm

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG HAPPY

25 cl. B62149 lime, B62147 blue, B62148 red, B62146 black, € 3,50

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG SIESTA

20 cl. B62127 off-white, B62125 black, B62126 marine, € 3,50

42 mm
42 mm

65 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG JAVA

20 cl. B62047 off-white, B62045 black, B62046 marine,
B62055 grey, € 3,50

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG PAUS

25 cl. B62044 off-white, B62042 black, B62043 marine,
B62052 grey, € 3,50

165 mm
XX mm

XX mm

Tryckbar yta
70 mm

MUG DE WILLE

34 cl, stackable. B62158, € 3,50

MUG NEW YORK

30 cl. B62002 white, B62003 black, € 2,90

GIFT BOX MUG

1-mug B90051, € 2,00 • 2-mug B90052, € 2,60 • 4-mug B90053, € 3,50
Imprint 1-color 96 pcs € 1,39, excl startup cost.
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Tryckbar yta

42 mm

42 mm

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG RIO GLOSSY 2

75 mm

30 cl. B62006 red, B62013 lime, B62007 black, B62008 marine, € 3,50

Tryckbar yta

MUG RIO 2-COLOR

30 cl. B62049 black/lightgrey, B62050 marine/light blue,
B62054 grey/antracit, € 3,50

42 mm

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG RIO / MUKI RIO

30 cl. B62041 off-white, B62039 black, B62040 marine,
B62053 grey, € 3,50

42 mm

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG RIO GLOSSY

30 cl. B62011 white, B62012 black, B62016 marine, € 3,50

GIFT BOX MUG

1-mug B90051, € 2,00 • 2-mug B90052, € 2,60 • 4-mug B90053, € 3,50
Imprint 1-color 96 pcs € 1,39, excl startup cost.
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r
Contact you
reseller for
design and
price.

FROM CONCEPT
TO REALITY
– a concept that enhances your brand

Our business concept is to work for and with our customers and to enhance your brand together. We’re presenting a concept
here that has been carefully developed by us in order to suit you in particular and to help you to become more visible.
This is how it works
1. Having agreed with the customer about what you want to achieve with your brand, we contact our design agency…
2. we ask them to draw up design proposals for your towel…
3. …we then send the sketches out to you for any comments – and we make the necessary adjustments according to your
preferences…
4. …we then send the sketches to the factory, where your towel is produced.

TOWEL WITH
WOVEN BORDER
This technique means that we weave the logo or the pattern you like in the
border. You can choose up to 4 colors including the color of the towel.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 200 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.

TOWEL
WITH PRINT
Do you want to create a totally unique towel with many colors, perhaps this
method is the best option when even printing of photographs is possible. We
can print all over the towel’s surface.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 200 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.
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TOWEL WITH
EMBROIDERY
With this method, you can embroider any logo or pattern you wish.
Placement of the embroidery is optional.
Of course, you get to choose your own PMS color logo or pattern.
The price is based on 5000stiches but you can make larger or smaller
embroidery if you like.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 200 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.

RELIEF WOVEN
TOWEL
Relief technique means “cutting out” the print in the towel. The print goes
tone in tone as the color of the towel witch gives a soft but prominent
pattern and a discreet and stylish labeling.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 200 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.

JACQUARD
WOVEN TOWEL
This technique means weaving a pattern / colors in the towel. Usually or
technically, it is easiest to use two colors; one bottom color and one color of
the logo. If you want to mix a light and a dark color we recommend to use
higher gram weight to avoid colors see through. It is good to know is that
the towel has a positive and a negative side. This is an appreciated
and luxurious quality.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 500 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.
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LUNCH BAG ECO

Keep up with the ECO trend. Pack your lunch food
in this paper bag with cooling function of EPE film as
well as carburetor locking. H:30, L:30, W:10 cm natural
Tyvek/EPE film, B30038, € 10,00

CAR MUG INSERT BIG

45 cl, h 20 cm. B62075, € 5,90

REFLEX MAGNET

5x11cm. B79039, € 4,70

HOT PAX STAR

Never more cold hands. A star that gets hot in a
moment. In the star there is a piece of metal that
you bend, making the heart warm. Can be reused
using boiling. 10x10cm Clear. B79063, € 1,10

LED-KEYCHAIN

B79120 white, € 0,80
B79121 black, € 0,80
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BBQ STICK

Grill stick with telescopic tube. Store in the
supplied nylon bag. B60013, € 14,30

SAUNA KILT WOMEN

Skip the towel and make it easier in the
sauna with a sauna cloth in a thick ribbed
terry with a pocket on the front. 80 cm,
black, fleece. B29033, € 18,00

CAR MUG

Thermos mug insert. 28 cl, 135 mm , acryl/
stainless. B62071, € 6,90

CAR MUG

Mug take away, steel and tight-fitting
lid. 0,4 L, h 20,5cm Stainless/plastic.
B62088, € 4,00
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SMALL FLASHLIGHT

Black aluminium, incl batteries, 13 cm.
B79135, € 6,80

MINI MAXI SHOPPER REFLECTIVE

Mini maxi shopping highlight. Practical pocket shopper
made of reflective material. Can be folded up in no time
and secured with a rubber loop. 2 longer straps transform it into a shoulder bag. Material: premium polyester
fabric, water-repellent with highly reflective glass-bead
coating. 43,5x60x7 cm, silver, PP. RAT1030, € 23,50
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DIGITAL LUGGAGE SCALE
15x8x3 cm. 560700, € 10,00

REFLECTIVE VEST

CE Marked. B79035 (S/M),
B79036 (L/XL),
€ 4,90

TRAVEL ADAPTER

7,5x5,1x4 cm. B79110, € 7,00
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COTTON BAG LONG HANDLES 200 G/M2
In 100% cotton, 40x40x9 cm. B30011 white, B30013
black, B30017 nature, € 4,00

COTTON BAG ORGANIC

In 100% cotton, 40x40x9 cm. B30020 nature, € 5,00

YOUR LOGO OR
MESSAGE HERE
BAG NON WOVEN

40x40x9 cm. B30021 black, B30022 marine, B30023 red, € 1,50

COTTON BAG 150 G/M2

In 100% cotton, 40x40x9 cm. B30008 nature, B30007 black,
B30016 marine, B30014 red, B30015 lime, B30019 turquoise, € 3,50

COTTON BAG 250 G/M2

In 100% cotton, 43x43x14 cm. B30003 nature, B30004
black, B30012 marine, € 5,50
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